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Seminar Semester Research Projects

OAN Projects and Profiles 
Subcommittee Mission: Collection, presentation, 
and distribution of data based on the connection of 
user and the desired services and products.

Adam: 1. on OAN, update the way to do 
profiles 2. Improve way to offer services, make 
it easy to connect projects to knowledgable 
fabricators and consultants. 

Digo: Produce a Google Earth layer for 
Architecture for Humanities which will 
identify and locate all AFH projects 
currently under way. Also provide a 
users guide or manual so that AFH 
employees may update this live projects 
mapper and keep the public up to date.

Brandon and Tony: TrashTalk focuses 
on the RFID tracking of unwanted or 
surplussed materials; providing 
communication between materials and 
projects with particular needs.

Chanelle: PROJECT INTERACTION 
INVOLVES AN INTERACTIVE WEBSITE 
THAT CONNECTS ARCHITECTS AND 
NON-ARCHITECTURAL PEOPLE WITH 
DIFFERENT DISASTER SITES AND 
PROJECTS AROUND THE WOLRD, 
WHICH ALLOWS FOR DONATIONS AND 
PROJECT/SITE INFORMATION.

OAN Collaboration Projects 
Subcommittee Mission: Improve opportunities 
for information sharing through social networking 
and distance collaboration tools.

Rachael: Crowd-sourcing for design, find 
parallels and resources for the PacRim 
project.--How to make OAN more 
collaborative for ideas sharing

Walter: Team Real Records. Create a 
 social database such as a 
blog where students  from all  participat-
ing  universities  can   contribute  their 
 work  on to  one location. At the same 
 time  we can all see what other 
 students  from  other  schools are doing 
and give  each other  feedback  on  the 
work being  produce. the  blog  could  be 
monitored by  the  representatives  of 
  each school  and   have  new 
 information  to share to others .

Pearl: Research online tools that 
support remote collaboration and make 
recommendations for their use

Tan and  Pia: Improving Graphic 
Interface using calendars/scheduling for 
time-based collaboration.

OAN Project Support 
Subcommittee Mission: create opportunities to 
solicit financial support and engagement within 
the OAN interface.

Andrew: Sponsor an Island--Reuse of 
trash, bottle redesign

Lauren: Virtual Funnel. Curatorial 
aspect--collecting of things and 
formatting. Reach out to other projects. 
Connect together info about the 
related charitable organizations. Both 
publicize and fund raise through T-shirt 
design/sales

OAN Wiki Projects Subcom-
mittee Mission: To design an interactive and 
updatable interface that allows the user to 
search a broader database

Monica: organize wiki-pedia-like 
structure for this, on OAN (or not). 
Ocean Acidification research as test 
page--structure existing and emerging 
information for greater use of OAN 
community. Maybe organize Wiki-pedia 
like structure for this, on OAN or not

Pedro: Database of Species impacted 
by plastic, which ones are in more 
danger--which plastics affect which 
species. What kind of interface?

Victor: 1. Plastics harvesting from oceans- 
equipment that collects and processes ocean 
garbage for useful purposes.  

Digo: Provide the foundation for an 
open-source bio-remediation and active 
cleaning "do it yourself" manual
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